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suspended the Kenyan government’s dispatch of 1,000 police officers after a petition
proposed that their deployment would be unconstitutional. So, we wait again while this
is sorted.

In the meantime, I’m thankful to share that Pastor Poyis and the children are doing okay
in their temporary location. Each day is different. Some days, the gang activity is so
intense that everyone stays sheltered inside. Other days, the gangs are not active, so
Poyis is able to secure food, water, and cooking supplies. Despite ongoing gang activity,
the Lord has continued to provide for their needs. Poyis would love to start some

It’s hard to believe that this month marks two years since our last
attempt to send a team to Haiti. With each month that has passed, we
have held our hope that we are one month closer to reuniting face-to-
face with our friends in Haiti. A couple weeks after I wrote to you last
month, the United Nations voted in favor of sending a special security
force to assist Haiti’s police department. However, a Kenyan judge has



I have to thank each of you for your faithful support. Your constant prayers, friendship,
and financial support keep this ministry going. Just over 100 of you joined Nancy and I
in Simi Valley, California, on October 7 at the Walk for Restaveks. It was a joy to see so
many of you and be able to talk to you face-to-face again.

Thank you for standing with us and our friends in Haiti. I know God is going to do great
things, and I’m thankful you are a part of this with us, too.

In His Grip,
Greg

schooling for his 117 children again, but in the least, the police officers would need to
be able to keep the city at peace so teachers would feel safe traveling within the city for
work again.

I ask that you continue to pray for the Connect 2 Ministries team. As we begin to plan
and prepare for teams entering Haiti again, there is much to consider. We need a lot of
wisdom as we attempt to pre-plan, despite being unsure of exact timing and what we
face. I believe most of the world will be shocked to find how desperate of a situation
the remaining Haitians have been living in.
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CATCH UP
WITH OUR

NEWSLETTER

Read our latest newsletter for
more updates, prayer requests,
and stories from Haiti. All
newsletters are archived and
available on our website.

Newsletters

...to our amazing Walk for Restaveks sponsors, volunteers, and attendees! We thank
the Lord for each of you.

THANK YOU!
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EASY WAYS TO SUPPORT FROM HOME

Activate ShopRaise

Another great way is to follow us on our social media channels. Be sure to like,
comment, and share our posts! Click on the buttons below to make sure you don't miss
any of our updates.

Using ShopRaise is a simple way for you to support us every time you shop, at no cost
to you. You shop. Retailers give. Simply select ShopRaise via your web browser or
shopping app!

CATCH UP WITH
OUR BLOG

Examples of Service, Part 1
Examples are powerful. One of the best
ways we learn is by watching other people
and imitating what they do, and the Bible
gives us practical examples...
Read more


